FEATURED STORY

Explore Your Options: Selecting the Right Gas Purification
Solution
When it comes to high and ultra high purity gas applications, purity is a critical
ingredient to success. While gas purity is determined by the quality, caliber, and the
specs associated with individual purifiers, it is also rooted in the added value delivered
by the purifier partner. Access our eBook to undercover the fundamentals of the gas
purifier and the five pillars for Pure Partnership.

FEATURED NEWS

AES Authors ‘5G is a Game Changer
For Semiconductors’ Article in
Silicon Semiconductor
AES recently wrote an article on 5G for
Silicon Semiconductor Magazine. The
article focuses on how semiconductor
companies must meet the demands of
emerging technologies that can run on
5G, which can be achieved by increasing

chips' baseline memory to process more
data and handle more specific
applications.
Read More

FROM OUR BLOG

AROUND THE INDUSTRY
Semiconductor Engineering

Advanced Packaging Shifts
Design Focus to System
Level
How to Properly Purify the
Gases that Power Today’s
Technologies
Precise and reliable gas delivery is
a crucial part of semiconductor
manufacturing. And with today’s
increased costs and shortages,
time cannot be wasted on
compromised gas purity. Read our
blog to learn four key areas to look
at to ensure your gas is pure and
that the right kind of purifier is
being utilized for your specific
applications.

EE Times

Second Wave of Supply
Chain Woes
Semiconductor Engineering

Why Wafer Bumps Are
Suddenly So Important

BROCHURE

Bulk Gas Purifiers: Long-Lasting
Gas Purifiers for Large Flow
Rates
Discover our full suite of bulk purifiers
that can meet your requirements for
volume and purity while also maximizing
purifier lifetime.

Learn More

Happy Holidays!
As we close out this eventful year, we’d like
to thank you for your continued support and
partnership with us at AES. Best wishes to
you and yours for 2022.
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